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All I-Runner shoes have received coding by the Pricing, Data Analysis and Coding (PDAC) contractor. All of our shoes have been issued the (HCPS) code A5500 and are eligible for Medicare billing.

Shoe Features

- Extra-wide toe box
- Three different fabrics on the wall of the shoe
- Outer material allows for heat diffusion
- Moisture wicking microfiber middle
- Double padding helps prevent heel slippage
- Extra heel padding
- An Extra-depth Medicare Coded Shoe
- Composite shank
- Solid outsole for stability

I-Runner
Description

The perfect, wear-anywhere shoe, the I-Runner Comfort Line offers a style that looks great on everyone. These lightweight and comfortable athletic shoes have a look that transition easily from sports to casual comfort.

Ideal for casual walking, working out or just lounging around the house. Every step you take will be in comfort with an I-Runner Comfort shoe.

Sizing

Mens: 7.5 - 12, 13, 14, 15
Womens: 6 - 11

Widths:
Medium, Wide, Extra-Wide

The women’s shoes also available in 11.5 & 12.5 while supplies last
Crafted from either a leather or a leather and mesh combo upper, the Pro Series from I-Runner will allow you to not only walk in comfort but safety as well. The state-of-the-art anti-slip sole provides traction on a variety of surface types.

Protect against slips, trips and falls with these non-slip diabetic shoes. Perfect for employees in healthcare, food service and other industries, including police and fire departments.

**Sizing**

Mens: 7.5 - 12, 13, 14, 15

Womens: 6 - 11

**Widths:**

Medium, Wide, Extra-Wide
When your daily walks take you to more off-road locations, these are great shoes to wear. The perfect choice for the diabetic foot with its extra padding, wide toe box and arch support. I-Runner’s trailwalking shoes will help prevent blisters and calluses.

The Pioneer features a rubber sole with a velcro closure and the Explorer has an all-terrain sole with bungie closures.

**Explorer Sizing**
Mens: 5.5 - 12, 13, 14, 15
Womens: 6 - 12.5, 13.5, 14.5, 15.5

**Pioneer Sizing**
Mens: 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
Womens: 7 - 11

Widths: Medium, Wide, Extra-Wide
The velcro closure options allow for you to easily take on and off these shoes. You have a choice of the lightweight and airy Elite shoe, the rugged and durable Pioneer boot, or the ultra-comfortable and stretchable Healer shoe.

All three are Medicare approved as diabetic shoes with an expanded toe box and extra depth.
The Healer is made with stretchable Lycra for sensitive feet. The Healer provides superior comfort and pressure relief while the breathable fabric helps prevent feet from sweating. With a velcro closure and leather trim, the Healer is an ideal choice when you need a roomy, stretchable shoe.

Healer Sizing
Mens: 8 - 12, 13, 14, 15
Womens: 7 - 11

Widths:
Medium, Wide, Extra-Wide
INSOLES
PDAC A5512, A5513

Cloud - Heat Moldable

Custom-Formed Insole

MADE IN THE USA
As light and comfortable as cloud, the Micro Cell top cover makes it a great insole for walking as it conforms to the shape of the foot for amazing pressure relief.

Cloud Sizing
Mens: 7 - 15
Womens: 6 - 11

Download the free I-Runner scanner app for your iPad equipped with a Structure I/O scanner to email impressions to the lab or you can order the traditional foam impression kits and mail them to the lab.

INCREASED ITEMS

Comfort Socks
- Non-constricting band
- Designed by a pedorthist
- 100% cotton
- Padded foot bed
- Transverse arch band for support
- One size fits most

Purestride FlipFlops
- Arch, heel, metatarsals pain relief
- Molds to your feet upon wearing
- Treats Plantar Fasciitis, Heel Spurs

Choice of colors:
Navy, White, Grey, Black

Lock Laces
- Works on most athletic shoes
- Replace cotton laces with bungee laces
- Convert I-Runner shoes into “slip-on” shoes

Healer Orthopedics
We also offer our own line of Healer Orthopedic products. From ankle walkers, to back and wrist braces, and everything between.

Be sure to ask for a copy of the Healer Ortho catalog

Healer Orthopedics
We also offer our own line of Healer Orthopedic products. From ankle walkers, to back and wrist braces, and everything between.

Be sure to ask for a copy of the Healer Ortho catalog
**ICY FREEZE**

**Continuous Spray**
Icy Freeze Continuous Spray features a continuous blast of Icy Freeze making it simple to apply to hard-to-reach places. From the neck to the lower extremities and even the middle of the back, Icy Freeze Continuous Spray helps alleviate pain from sore muscles, arthritis, sprains and strains.

**Gel**
Icy Freeze Gel can be applied practically all over the body. It’s the perfect all-around pain reliever when you want to rub or massage away the pain from sore muscles, arthritis, sprains and strains. Icy Freeze Gel lets you take a hands-on approach to pain relief.

**Roll-On**
Icy Freeze Roll-On can be applied to the elbow, foot, ankle, knee, hand, shoulders and neck. It’s the perfect all-around pain reliever. Icy Freeze Roll-On helps alleviate pain from sore muscles, arthritis, sprains and strains.

**Countertop Display**
The Icy Freeze Countertop Display is the perfect way to showcase your Icy Freeze selection. The display contains:
- 4 - Continuous Spray
- 5 - Roll On
- 5 - Gel

---

**HEALX CBD PRODUCTS**

**CBD Oils, Full Spectrum**
Below legal limit of 0.3% THC
Choices:
- Unflavored, Mixed Berry, Peppermint

Dosing option:
- 500mg, 2400mg and 4000mg

**CBD Oils, Broad Spectrum**
THC free
Choices:
- Unflavored, Coffee, Peppermint

Dosing option:
- 200mg, 500mg and 1000mg

**CBD Gelcaps, Full Spectrum**
Below than legal limit of 0.3% THC
750mg bottle
25mg per serving

**CBD Gummy Drops, Full Spectrum**
Below than legal limit of 0.3% THC
360mg bottle
12mg per serving

**CBD Topicals, Full Spectrum**
Pain relief topicals include:
- Balm, 250mg
- Salve, 250mg
- Gel, 300mg
**DISPLAY OPTIONS**

**Floor Display**
This dual-sided wood rack is wheeled so you can easily reposition and move it. It can hold up to 7 shoes on each side.

Height: 61”
Width: 18” wide and deep

**I-Runner Shelves**
If you display your shoes on a slatwall, I-Runner Shelves would be the option for you. We send you our display shoes and I-Runner branded acrylic shelves to display them on.

**I-Runner Merchandising**
We have an 8” x 16” wall sign which can also serve as a poster. It’s printed on a thick but pliable 20 mil Styrene material, which means it will hold up and look good no matter what the condition.

Also a 5” square window cling can be placed the door or windows to let perspective customs that yes, you do sell I-Runner shoes.
I-Runner
7271 Mayflower Park Drive
Zionsville, IN 46077

Customer Service:
Toll-Free 855-880-7463
Office: 317-689-7711
Fax: 317-689-7712
Email: orders@irunners.com
www.irunners.com
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